CAPACITY

Provides an abundant amount of water
to hydrate root ball and surrounding soil,
minimizing transplant shock.

5 TO 8 HOUR DRIP TIME

19

Slow release rate insures water gets where
it is needed – into the root zone.

GALLON
CAPACITY

LOW PROFILE DESIGN

Visually unobtrusive. Use on all trees and
shrubs up to six inches in diameter.

DOUBLE EMITTERS

AR19

Distributes water evenly across the
root area for complete coverage.

REINFORCED LIFT TAB

A convenient hand hold tab for easy illing.

THREADED CAP

AR32

Easy grip, threaded cap.

HIGH CAPACITY FILL PORT

1 5/8” diameter ill port accommodates a
wide variety of hose sizes for quick illing.

32

GALLON
CAPACITY

Installation Instructions
1. Plant tree or shrub at proper depth
and maintain a level mulch surface,
as pictured to the right.
2. Position the ArborRain evenly around
the trunk on top of the mulch.
3. Loosen the threaded black cap and
insert hose, illing with roughly
3 gallons of water.
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3”-4” OF MULCH

4. With water now in the ring, gently pull
ring into shape, making sure bottom
surface is completely lat, then
continue illing, using tab handle to
raise illing port for maximum capacity.
BACKFILL

Note: The ArborRain is designed to provide
proper watering for most plantings when
filled once a week. However, there are many
factors that effect watering needs, such as
plant type, soil type and weather conditions.
It is best to periodically check soil moisture
content and adjust fill schedule accordingly.

WATER

ROOTBALL
EXISTING SOIL
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Caution:
Do not attempt to move ArborRain
when filled with more than three
gallons of water.

Handy Feature:
The two elbows on bottom have removable emitters that can be cleaned if
openings become clogged.

Warranty:
1 year warranty against defects in
material or workmanship. Contact
us at 800-543-8955 for assistance.

